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Cloze Passage: 
 
Shopping is an important part of today’s …(86)… 
society. Shoppers are important for a country’s 
economy …(87)… they consume many of the goods 
that industries …(88)… . 
 However, in early civilizations, people …(89)… the 
goods that they produced. Centuries ago, the 
…(90)… of bank notes and coins made it possible to 
…(91)… money and buy other goods. The first shops 
…(92)… food and homemade goods. In the Middle 
Ages, traditional merchants …(93)… in small towns. 
 Today, in large cities department stores …(94)… 
everything from household articles to food. Each 
floor …(95)… a section, where you can buy a wide 
range of …(96)… articles. In the last decades, big 
shopping malls …(97)… on the outskirts of cities. On 
the other side, traditional stores in city centers are 
…(98)… more and more customers because these 
stores are hard to reach. In the last decade, shopping 
on the Internet has increased …(99)… . Online stores 
have replaced traditional stores for people who do not 
want to …(100)… their cars and drive to the nearest 
shopping center. 
 
86.1) producer  2) consumer 3) civilized  4) 
developed 
87.1) therefore  2) because   3) and          4) yet 
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88.1) are provided 2) are bought 3) produce    
4)preparing 
89.1) made   2) exchanged 3) purchased 4) ignored 
90.1) failure 2) disappearance 3) introduction 4) loss 
91.1) earn    2) deposit        3) exchange   4) refuse 
92.1) sold     2) manufactured 3) obtained 4) 
perceived 
93.1) emerged  2) reported  3) became   4) found 
94.1) offer     2) offered     3) are offered 4) offering 
95.1) increases  2) shows   3) consists  4) has 
96.1) strong   2) expensive  3) durable  4) related 
97.1) would be built  2) have built 3) have been built 
4) built 
98.1) delivering  2) locating  3) losing 4) creating 
99.1) suddenly  2) immediately 3) directly 4) steadily 
100.1) get along  2) get up   3) get at    4) get into 
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